With the growth in popularity of the computer technology and Internet, new vulnerabilities of systems and unknown risks continuously increase. Some methods based on the known system environment have been unable to deal with the attacks generated by unknown vulnerabilities. Moreover, it is hard to find potential vulnerabilities for virtual machines generated by the server in the cloud environment. Therefore, it is very important to automatically extract attack strategies in the alert correlation system.
Introduction
The attacker would interrupt the service or steal information and assets for some purposes. It is not enough to safeguard the system by only use of a firewall and/or an anti-virus software tool. Therefore, the intrusion detection system (IDS) would be additionally used to monitor system environment and detect network threats. The IDS raises the alerts when it finds out the suspicious behavior or abnormal conditions in the system. Network administrator can analyze these alerts and deal with the security and network situations.
However, the attacks on the network become more and more complicated. There needs to be done multiple steps to finish a full attack. Therefore, viewing a single alert alone cannot retrieve the useful attack strategy. Moreover, the alerts generated by IDS are usually massive, but most of them are false alerts; i.e., they may be generated by normal behaviors. These false alerts will obstruct the analysis of the security situation for the administrator. In order to reduce the false alerts and help the administrator to obtain useful information about security situation, alert correlation technology has been developed to handle a huge number of low-level alerts and extract the relative information to construct the attack scenarios for the system environment.
Most of the alert correlation procedures consist of three steps namely the pre-processing, alert correlation processing and post-processing. First, the pre-processing can reduce the alerts and remove the false alerts so as to improve the accuracy and efficiency of alert correlation. Second, the alert correlation processing can analyze the relevance between alerts in order to obtain the useful information from a great number of alerts. Finally, the post-processing uses the information for further processing, such as showing the attack strategies of the intrusion or the causality between alerts.
In the past few years, there are many different alert correlation techniques have been proposed. The aim of most alert correlation methods are creating a high-level graph so that it can provide the network administrator much useful information to reduce his effort on observing a lot of low-level alerts. According to different result graphs, alert correlation methods are divided into status-based graph [1] , host-based graph [2] , [3] , multistage-based graph [4] and alert-type-based graph [5] , [6] . Several alert correlation methods build the attack graph with the known network topologies and known vulnerabilities [7] . Although this kind of method is fast and accurate, it cannot extract the attack scenarios with unknown vulnerabilities. The statistic-based method [8] correlates alerts by observing and analyzing the relationship of the past alerts. This way can detect the attack with unknown vulnerabilities. Zhu and Ghorbani proposed the Alert Correlation Matrix [5] to store the alert correlation probability. Their system calculates the correlation strength from Alert Correlation Matrix; however, this method needs to spend a lot of effort to label the training data in order to generate the alert correlation probabilities.
Therefore, this paper presents a novel alert correlation method which can extract the attack scenarios without extra efforts of labeling training data. Moreover, we used dynamic feature weights to handle different type of alerts. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related works of the alert correlation method are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we present an automatic alert correlation method without preparing knowledge base and training data. Section 4 shows the experimental results of our approach and finally we give the concluding remarks for this paper in Section 5.
Related Work

Alert Correlation with Knowledge Base
Ning et al. proposed Hyper-Alert Type architectures [9] , [10] to represent the state of the system and replace the low-level alerts. Their method used the predefined prerequisites and consequences of the alerts to aggregate low-level alerts and generate a detailed attack scenario. However, the method based on known knowledge cannot correlate the alerts for unknown attacks. Moreover, the network manager is required for professional knowledge and expert experience for the environment to build lots of rules.
Alert Correlation Based on Neural Network
This kind of method calculates the similarity values among alerts and aggregates similar alerts to eliminate duplicate low-level alerts. The features of alerts include: source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, alert time stamp and so on. After calculating the similarity, the relationship of alerts can be realized. Compared to the knowledge base method, the system can retrieve DDoS attacks though the analysis of the similarity of IP addresses. Fig. 1 . Alert correlation matrix [5] .
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Zhu and Ghorbani proposed a mechanism of Alert Correlation Matrix (ACM) [5] to store the past correlation experience. Their system calculates the correlation probability between two alerts by using both techniques of multilayer perceptron (MLP) and support vector machine (SVM), and then adds the correlation probabilities into Alert Correlation Matrix. If two types of alerts are correlated, the correlation probability value will be added to the corresponding cell in ACM. The ACM is shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 , n represents the total number of types of alerts, and Ti denotes the type i of the alert. C(Ti, Tj) denotes the ACM cell value on the ordered pair (Ti, Tj) that means the alert of type Ti followed by the alert of type Tj.
However, their method needs to appropriately prepare MLP and SVM labeled training data in advance. The alert correlation probability is calculated by mapping features of two alerts on the result table built by MLP and SVM. In their work, the system administrator is required for professional knowledge for the environment and spends a lot of time to build the result tables. Therefore, we proposed a new method to calculate the alert correlation probability according to the past collected alerts instead of the training results from MLP and SVM. Compared to the original labeled training methods, using the calculation method is easier and reducing costs.
Alert Correlation Based on Bayesian Networks
Kavousi and Akbari proposed a method using past alerts to get information, and used the prior knowledge to assist Bayesian network to correlate alerts [6] . Therefore, this method does not require predefined knowledge base. Alert Correlation Engine has two components; the first is an offline component, using Bayesian causal analysis from the past alerts to learn multi-step attack behavior patterns periodically. The second one is an online component, using hierarchical approach to correlate alerts in real time based on the behavior model extracted from the offline component. In order to find the possible causal relationship between the types of alerts, Kavousi and Akbari also proposed the Equality Constraint Sets (ECS) to extract the connection relationship between two types of alerts. The ECS between Ti and Tj is shown as the following equation:
where Ni is the number of alerts with type Ti. Nijc represents the number of times that the two alerts of types Ti and Tj satisfies the following three conditions. First, the type Ti alert and the type Tj alert are in the same time window. Second, the type Ti alert is followed by the type Tj alert. Third, the two alerts must satisfy at least one of the equality constraints. The equality constraints of two types of alerts are listed in Table 1 . In order to extract the corresponding ECS, the system needs to look for every possible existence of a causal relationship between the types of alerts by finding the relationship between
is greater than P(Tj), it indicates that ec is a positive influence equality
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constraint between Ti and Tj. If the value is equal to P(Tj), it indicates that ec is an irrelevant influence equality constraint between Ti and Tj. If the value is less than P(Tj), it indicates that ec is a negative influence equality constraint between Ti and Tj.
Therefore, the relevance of specific equality constraints with positive influence of ordered pairs (T i , T j ) are selected for further usage.
Proposed Alert Correlation Method
The process of the proposed alert correlation method is shown in Fig. 2 . While the intrusion detection system found suspicious behavior packets, it will raise a new alert and store the alert in the alert database. Alert Filter deletes the duplicate alerts in the alert database. The feature extractor extracts the feature between the new alert and old alerts. The system calculates the ECS of ordered pairs (Ti, Tj) and stored the ECS in the Equality Constraint sets Table. Correlation Engine chooses different weights based on different ECSs of (Ti, Tj), then calculates the correlation cell value between the new alert and old alerts by using different weights. The correlation cell value will be added to the corresponding cell of alert correlation matrix (ACM). The system generates a plurality of attack graphs based on ACM.
The Attack Graphs can be used to model the system vulnerabilities and formulate the attack scenario which occurs in the system. We will describe each component and calculation method in the following. The solid lines represent the main process for the alert correlation and the dashed lines represent the reference information for calculating. 
Alert Filter
Duplicate alerts are possibly generated from suspicious behaviors from the attacker. The suspicious behavior usually contains many similar packets and may trigger the alerts repeatedly. We remove the duplicate alerts if the alerts have the same Source IP, Destination IP, Source Port, Destination Port, Signature ID and very close timestamps. By carrying out this procedure, the alert correlation system can be more accurate and efficient.
Equality Constraint Sets Table
There may be a certain causal relationship between (Ti, Tj). We extract the equality constraints between (Ti, Tj). The equality constraint indicates the relationship of the attribute values of two alerts. After the calculation of the equality constraint on the alert type pair (Ti, Tj) as mentioned in Section 2.3, the positive influences equality constraint will be added to the Equality Constraint Sets. The Equality Constraint Sets will be used to calculate the alert correlation cell values and assist in generating the attack graph.
Feature Extractor
Feature Extractor finds out the alert features between the new alert Tj and the previous alerts Ti 's. The feature represents the relationship of two alerts. The followings define eight features to indicate the
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relationship between alerts. The symbols a and b denote two different alerts.
F1 indicates the similarity of the source IP address between two alerts. The value of F1 is between 0 and 1. When the source IP of the alert is very close to another, the alert might be generated from the same attacker who changed the IP address. The method for calculating the IP address similarity is converting IP address into a binary. There is a total of 32 bits. n is the number of counting the same bit from left. F7 indicates whether the time interval of (a, b) is less than the threshold. The value of F7 is either 0 or 1. When many alerts occur intensive, it may represent the system under attack in this moment. Moreover, the attack will be accompanied by multiple alerts occurring together. F8 indicates the probability of ECS between the alert type Ti and alert type Tj. The formula of F8 can be written as ( )
Correlation Engine
The Correlation Engine calculates the correlation cell value between the new alert Tj and the previous alerts Ti in a certain timestamp. Correlation Engine chooses different feature weights with the different ECSs between (Ti, Tj). We design a variety of different feature weight combinations for six kinds of equality constraints. (We only shows three feature weight combinations as the examples in Table 2 .) For (Ti, Tj), if ECS = { 2 EC }, we select weight-(a) to calculate the correlation cell value of (Ti, Tj).
EC }, we select weight-(b) to calculate the correlation cell value of (Ti, Tj). In Table 2, weight-(a) shows the weight assignment for the alert pair which satisfies equality constraint 2 EC . We increase the weights of destination IP (F2) and port (F4) in this case of combination. For example, considering the DDoS attack is the target being attacked from many different hosts. Therefore, the weight combination of the DDoS attack can be suitable for weight-(a). Moreover, we increase the weights of F5 and F6 in the weight-(c). Considering an attacker launches the remote root access to the victim host, this situation satisfies
5
EC and
6
EC . Hence, we choose weight-(c) combination. Through the equality constraint sets of the alert pair, our system can find the corresponding feature weight combination, and then precisely calculates the correlation cell value. The main formula to calculate the correlation cell value is written as: 
If the cell value in ACM is larger, the relationship of the corresponding two alert types may be stronger. We use Forward Correlation Strength and Backward Correlation Strength to find out which previous alerts should be, with high possibility, correlated to the current one.
Correlation Strength Processor
Alert correlation probabilities Fig. 3 . The calculation of correlation strength.
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After obtaining the Forward Correlation Strength and the Backward Correlation Strength, the system can learn the causal relationship between the types of alerts. The alert graph builder uses the causal relationship to generate the alert graph. The alert graph shows an attack scenario extracted from the alert database.
Experiment
In order to implement our proposed approach, we use the DARPA 2000 dataset [11] . DARPA2000 is an often used dataset to evaluate the detection technique and system. There are two multistage attack scenarios in DARPA 2000: LLDOS 1.0 and LLDOS 2.02. LLDOS 1.0 contains DoS attacks with five steps. The first step is scanning multiple subnets. The second step is to find out the Solaris host which runs the sadmind daemon by pinging. The third step is to exploit the sadmind vulnerability. The fourth step is to install the DDoS software: mstream. The final step is lunching the DDoS attack. Table 3 shows 13 types of alerts generated by Snort for LLDOS 1.0. Fig.  4 shows the attack scenarios extracted from our experiments in LLDOS 1.0 by using the proposed correlation method. Compared with the original five attacking steps in LLDOS 1.0, the output graph can be consistent with them and clearly illustrates the attack strategy. The alert types are located in the oval shape. "RPC portmap Solaris sadmind udp request" indicates a request used portmap to discover the port which Remote Procedure Call (RPC) sadmind is listening. "RPC sadmind UDP PING" indicates a Solaris sadmind buffer overflow vulnerability (CVE-1999-0977). "RPC sadmind query with root credentials attempt UDP" indicates an attempt is made to exploit a known vulnerability with the RPC sadmind in order to carry out remote root access. "Rsh: Home -> External" and "Rsh: External -> Home" indicate the administrative remote access by Rsh. "Mstream Alert" indicates launching the DDoS.
The calculation of the cell value in ACM is to sum up all correlation probabilities of alert pairs in DARPA 2000 dataset, as in Table 4 . An attack graph represents an attack scenario. We use Forward Correlation Strength and Backward Correlation Strength to find out the correlation relationships among these alert types, as shown in Table 5 . Our system generates an attack graph of LLDOS 1.0 shown in Fig. 4 . In order to avoid some correlation strengths of alert types that are ignored due to the other alert types often appearing all the time, we use not only Forward Correlation Strength but also Backward Correlation Strength to generate the
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Conclusion
This paper presents an alert correlation system with automatic extraction of attack strategies. By analyzing the Equality Constraints Sets (ECS) between two alert types to calculate the correlation cell value, our method does not require expert knowledge and training data. Through incrementally updating the Alert Correlation Matrix (ACM), we obtain the causal relationship between two alert types. The result of our experiment provides precise attack scenarios from the attacker and clear connection relationship between two alert types.
In the Future work, we are planning to solve an inborn problem of ACM. The problem is some attacks might often happen in the past. However, even though the vulnerabilities of these attacks have been fixed and the alerts of such attacks no more appear, the corresponding cell values stored in ACM are still large. Therefore, we will design a new method to improve it in the future.
